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Introduction

PlayConnect playgroups are supported playgroups 
for children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD), 
developmental delays, or behavioural concerns. 

PlayConnect provides:

• • safe, supported play-based learning and peer engagement 

opportunities for children

• • a space for parents, siblings, and caregivers to connect with 

other families

• • access to information, resources, and links to services in your 

community.

Play gives children an opportunity to learn, experience, explore, 

and interact with their environment. Play can be challenging 

for children with ASD due to concerns around communication, 

physical development, and social interaction. Children with ASD 

may be less responsive to interaction during play and may avoid 

interactions with caregivers and peers. In turn, they can miss out on 

opportunities to learn about and understand the world around them.

PlayConnect Handbook – Play With Me! is a resource for families of 

children with ASD. This handbook shares information and strategies 

for you to help your children with their engagement and learning 

through play. Play is the best vehicle for social and developmental 

learning.

.
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Why Play?
Play is all about having fun! When they play, 
children learn naturally at their own pace in an 
engaging and motivating way.
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Children with ASD have different learning styles that can make 

the development of play skills difficult. Due to their difficulty 

with social relationships and social communication, they tend to 

be less responsive to interaction during play, i.e. less back-and-

forth engagement, a preference for solitary play.  In addition, 

children with ASD also have restricted interests and repetitive 

behaviours, e.g. excessive interest in particular objects, lining 

up toys that can interfere with social interactions.   These 

factors can limit the opportunities children with ASD have to 

learn through play.

By understanding the interests, needs, and learning styles of 

your individual child, together you can engage and teach your 

child the tools and mechanisms that underlie play and having 

fun with others.
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Let’s Play:
How to Play with 
Your Child
The easiest and most effective way to play with 
your child is to observe closely to see what 
interests them.  When your child engages with 
a toy or in an activity that interest them, get 
down on their level and join in. Join in by being 
a supportive person and a useful helper so that 
your child will allow you the share their play 
space and play with them.
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Do not take any objects from them, ask questions, or make demands 

of your child.  Initially, your child might move away or become 

annoyed that you’re interfering with their play. If this is the case, keep 

persisting a few times a day for a short period of time (approx. 30 

seconds to 1 minute) so that your child becomes used to you joining in. 

Once your child is used to you sharing their play space, you can begin 

to add variety to their play. You could introduce turn-taking or stop-

and-go concepts. You can also slowly introduce new types of toys to 

practise turn-taking and stop-and-go games. Try not to introduce too 

many new things at once as this can be overwhelming for children 

with ASD. 

Use the following techniques to become a play partner and have fun 

with your child: 

• • Imitate your child’s actions in play and make it fun to encourage 

shared enjoyment and social engagement.

• • Make sounds to capture your child’s attention, invite eye contact, 

and shared engagement.

• • Exaggerate your reactions to draw your child’s attention away 

from objects to you, e.g. act really surprised when your child 

accidentally knocks down the tower of blocks.

• • Create anticipation routines, e.g. “tickle”, “peek-a-boo” are routines 

that have the same words, same gestures, and same effect of 

drawing your child’s attention to you

• • add surprises to familiar routines in order to extend the time 

your child attends and engages with you in play, e.g.  while doing 

a puzzle, give your child the wrong piece; during a peek-a-boo 

game, put on a wig.

• • Play games where your child needs you to be in it, e.g. piggy-

back rides  are a great way to engage and share back-and-forth 

interactions.
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Give children plenty of time to respond during play. As adults, we 

sometimes expect responses too quickly and may intervene before a 

child has a chance to process everything. Give your child enough time 

to respond, but not so much that they disengage. This amount of time 

will vary from child to child.

With your support, your child can learn to find play interactions 

positive. You are then able to embed learning opportunities during 

play to help your child’s development.

To help your child get the most out of their play, look at where your 

child is in terms of their social and cognitive play development.
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Stages of Social Play

Stage of Social Play Useful Tips Suggested Activities

Unoccupied Play:
At this stage of social play, 
a child wanders in the 
environment without engaging 
with an object or person. They 
may stop and linger but tend 
not to interact with anything. 

• Sit opposite your child, 
at the same level, and 
model the play.

• Let your child take the 
lead, imitate their play, 
and/or take short turns 
of the toy they are 
using.

• Praise any response to 
your interactions.

Connecting in Play: 
Balloons

Connecting in Play: 
Building with Blocks

Connecting in Play: 
Exploring Taste

Connecting in Play: 
Water Play

Solitary Play:
Solitary play is when a child 
engages in activities but plays 
alone, away from others.

• Sit near your child and 
imitate their play to 
increase your child’s 
tolerance of having 
another person in their 
space. 

• Identify your child’s 
favourite toys and 
play with them to 
encourage them to 
approach you (in order 
to get their toy).

• Make sound effects and 
verbalise your child’s 
play actions to support 
their play. 

Connecting in Play: 
Cars

Connecting in Play: 
Sand

Connecting in Play: 
Stop and Go Games

Children with ASD can find social play (playing with others) 

challenging. Understanding the five stages of social play can help you 

tailor activities to your child. It can also support you, as a caregiver, 

to manage your expectations around play and to help your children 

progress to the next stage.
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Stage of Social Play Useful Tips Suggested Activities

Parallel Play:
Parallel play is when your child 
plays alongside others. They 
may occasionally look to see 
what others are doing or use 
the same toys as others but will 
not communicate with them or 
join in with their play.

• Introduce turn-taking 
with your child’s 
favourite activities 
(e.g. if your child 
enjoys puzzles, you 
could take turns to put 
in a puzzle piece).

• Organise playdates 
with a child who has 
similar interests.

• Attend playgroups.

Connecting in Play: 
Exploring Sounds

Scaffolding Play: Ball 
Play

Scaffolding Play: 
Balloons

Scaffolding Play: 
Building with Blocks

Scaffolding Play: Mark 
Making

Scaffolding Play: 
Exploring Textures

Scaffolding Play: Water 
Play

Associative Play:
During this stage of play, 
your child interacts with you 
and other children by asking 
questions, sharing toys, or 
copying your actions or the 
actions of the children they’re 
playing alongside. At this stage, 
they lack the cooperative skills 
to work with others to develop 
their play together.

• Encourage pretend 
play in an area your 
child has an interest 
in (e.g. if they like 
construction vehicles, 
pretend to be workers 
making a road; 
pretend to dig holes 
with shovels and fill 
wheelbarrows up with 
dirt). 

• Introduce simple 
board games that 
involve turn-taking 
and simple rules (e.g. 
memory games or 
short games that 
involve rolling a dice 
and moving counters 
around a board).

• Continue playdates 
with friends, 
playgroups, and other 
social activities.

Scaffolding Play: 
Cardboard Boxes

Scaffolding Play: Cars

Scaffolding Play: Sand 
Play

Scaffolding Play: 
Exploring Sounds

Scaffolding Play: 
Exploring Taste

Scaffolding Play: Stop 
and Go Games
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Stage of Social Play Useful Tips Suggested Activities

Cooperative Play:
During this stage, your child 
is beginning to engage with 
others to create sequences of 
play together. This involves 
communicating, turn-taking, 
and negotiating. This can 
present many challenges 
for your child. Skills such as 
expressive communication, 
understanding instructions 
and sequences, interpreting 
emotions, empathy, turn-
taking, and the ability to adapt 
to sudden changes are all part 
of engaging in positive play 
experiences with others.

• Help them develop the 
language they need to 
initiate and maintain 
play interactions, such 
as, “Can I play?” or, 
“Can I have a turn?”

• Talk about and name 
the various emotions 
they have during the 
day.

• Use social stories to 
give examples of how 
to play cooperatively, 
understand their 
friends’ feelings, and 
resolve conflicts.

Refining Play: Ball Play

Refining Play: Building 
with Blocks

Refining Play: 
Cardboard Boxes

Refining Play: Exploring 
Sounds

Refining Play: Exploring 
Taste

Refining Play: Exploring 
Texture

Refining Play: Water 
Play
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Stage of Cognitive Play What it Looks Like Suggested Activities

Functional Play:
Functional play starts with 
exploring objects through a 
variety of senses and then 
moves on to playing with 
toys/objects according to 
their intended purpose. 
Children with ASD may 
need greater support to 
learn how to interact with 
the toys around them as 
they may avoid different 
sensory experiences or 
show little variation in what 
they want to interact with. 
Lots of modelling and play 
interactions help to develop 
this aspect of play.These play 
skills can be learnt through 
everyday activities such as 
using a comb to brush hair or 
using a spoon to scoop food.

• Your child may handle 
an object, exploring 
and manipulating it, 
sometimes using their 
hands as well as their 
mouth.

• Your child may 
learn about a toy’s 
characteristics (e.g. 
this toy is noisy, this 
toy is soft, this toy is 
too big to fit in my 
mouth).

• Your child may learn 
about cause and effect 
(e.g. if I push this 
button then this will 
happen).

• Your child may begin 
to play purposefully 
with toys.

Connecting in Play: 
Balloons

Connecting in Play: 
Building Blocks

Connecting in Play: Cars

Connecting in Play: 
Sand Play

Connecting in Play: 
Exploring Sounds

Connecting in Play: 
Exploring Taste

Connecting in Play: 
Textures

Connecting in Play: 
Water Play

Stages of Cognitive Play
Children can acquire cognitive skills (i.e. concentration, attention, 

memory, knowledge, problem-solving ability, imagination, and 

creativity) by playing with toys and common objects found around 

the house. The more they play (doing different actions and including 

toys/objects), the more experiences they have. This helps build their 

understanding of the world. Supporting young children with ASD to 

improve their play skills leads to better play and language skills later 

on. Understanding and identifying your child’s play skills helps you 

support their development.
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Stage of Cognitive Play What it Looks Like Suggested Activities

Constructive Play:
During this stage, children begin 
to manipulate materials to 
create new objects and patterns. 
Some children with ASD may 
have delays in this area of play, 
whereas others will progress 
much like typically developing 
children (e.g. they may excel 
at building Lego). Encourage 
constructive play for children 
with ASD by showing them what 
to do (e.g. use pictures to show 
them how to build a tower with 
blocks). 

• Your child may use 
blocks to  build a 
tower or boat.

• Your child may begin 
to draw pictures and 
identify what they 
have created.

Scaffolding Play: 
Building with Blocks

Scaffolding Play: Mark 
Making

Scaffolding Play: 
Textures

Refining Play: Building 
with Blocks

Pretend / Symbolic Play:
This category of play involves 
acting out real or imagined 
experiences in play. Children 
with ASD can have difficulty 
with this type of play. They 
can lack the skills for thinking 
flexibly or imaginatively enough 
to create this kind of play 
and are often very literal with 
their play. Their expressive 
and receptive language skills 
can impact their ability to 
sequence and express ideas 
or stories. Building pretend 
play around your child’s 
everyday experiences such 
as cooking dinner or a family 
outing can help support their 
understanding. Encourage them 
to elaborate on their play by 
asking them a variety of who, 
where and how questions.

• Your child may use 
blocks to  build a 
tower or boat.

• Your child may begin 
to draw pictures and 
identify what they 
have created.

Scaffolding Play: 
Building with Blocks

Scaffolding Play: Mark 
Making

Scaffolding Play: 
Textures

Refining Play: Building 
with Blocks
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Stage of Cognitive Play What it Looks Like Suggested Activities

Games with Rules
At this stage, children start 
being able to play games that 
have rules. These activities teach 
children about co-operation, 
fair play, honesty, and following 
rules. Our society is built on 
rules, so it is beneficial to learn 
the importance of following 
them. Children with ASD may 
need extra help to wait for their 
turn, to understand the rules, 
and the concepts of chance, 
winning, and losing. Initially, you 
might consider selecting a short 
game and modifying the rules 
so your child can enjoy some 
success.

• Your child may 
engage in board 
games.

• Your child may play 
active games with 
rules such as hide and 
seek, tag, or team 
sports.

• You child may make 
up games with their 
own rules for play.

Refining Play: Ball Play

Refining Play: Textures
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